Tech-Time Timing Unit
MODEL 3300

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Sensing Device:

Patented injection line clamp-on transducer.

Timing Methods:

Timing light or magnetic probe pick-up for engines so equipped.

Timing Unit:

Microprocessor controlled with crystal timebase — never needs calibration.
High visibility liquid crystal display.

Offset Range:

0 to 360 degrees (for use with magnetic probe.) Adjustable in .1° increments.

Timing Range:

0 to 200 degrees before top dead center.

Power Requirements:

+10 to +30 VDC @ 1.5A (with strobe light flashing.) .5A without strobe (Neg. ground only.)

Temperature Range:

-20 C. to +50 C.

Enclosure:

Tough, durable polyethylene case with storage compartment for all cables
and accessories.

Weight:

5 lbs.

Standard Transducers:

5MM

Patents:

4,192,179; 4,304,126; 4,319,481; others pending.

6MM

1/4”

Description of front panel, attachments and connections

FIGURE #1

1 Function control switch with four positions:
A.

LIGHT — Selects timing light method of
crankshaft monitoring.
(not used on NSN 5180-01-186-3114)

B.

PROBE — Selects magnetic probe method of
crankshaft monitoring for engines equipped with
a probe holder over the vibrator damper.

C.

OFFSET — When in this position, the right (Degree) display will display the number of degrees
after TDC that the magnetic probe access hole
is located. (See section on timing with magnetic
probe.)

D.

AVE — Controls the number of seconds over
which RPM pulses are averaged. When switched
to this position, the unit will display “AVE 1.4”.
This represents the initial 1.4 second averaging
time set in when power is first applied. To change
this number (with switch in AVE position) tap
either the s or t adjust button to increase or decrease the averaging time. Each tap of the button
will change the time by .1 second. Total adjust
range is .1 to 6 seconds. This adjustment allows
the operator to monitor engine speed variation to
whatever response time is desired. For most purposes, an averaging time of 1 to 2 seconds gives
a steady reading.

GENERAL CARE OF UNIT

2 Socket to connect timing light.
(not used on NSN 5180-01-186-3114)
3 JACK to connect magnetic probe.
4 BNC receptacle to connect clamp-on transducer.
5 Adjust buttons used to change the offset of the
timing unit to agree with the offset of the magnetic
probe access hole on the engine, or to change the
averaging time of the display.
6 Trigger Point switch selects the point on the fuel
pressure curve at which the timing unit will trigger.
When set to “LOW” the point will be 30% of the
peak pressure developed in the injection line. The
“HIGH” point is set at 70% of peak pressure. Refer
to engine manufacturers specifications for the correct setting.
7 Power source clips. Red positive, black negative.
CAUTION

Observe polarity — the timing unit
itself is protected against reverse
polarity, however, damage to the
cables may result.

8 Clamp on transducers.

5MM - 6MM - 1/4”

9 Transducer connecting cable.
10 Magnetic Probe.

Keep unit dry and free from excessive dirt and grease. Do not kink wire cables. While the timing unit is designed for
average field use, reasonable care in handling is recommended. Dropping or extremely rough handling can damage the
unit. NEVER SCRAPE OR ABRADE INNER SURFACE OF TRANSDUCER. The clamp-on transducer should be kept
clean. Use a clean soft cloth or soft bristle brush and a mild solvent.

Models with inductive current loop
Timing Engine With Timing Light
On diesel engines that cannot be timed using the magnetic probe method, the timing light method must be used.
For convenience this unit is equipped with a current loop which can be used to trigger any commercial (gas engine)
timing light equipped with an inductive pick up. Connect timing light to power source in normal manner. Clip the
inductive pick up around current loop at the rear of unit panel (directly in back of the two LCD displays). Proceed
with a test as described in the instructions under “testing engine with timing light”. If light flashes erratically turn the
inductive pick up 180º on the current loop.

ATTACHING UNIT TO ENGINE
Be sure that fuel line is clean and free from paint, grease, or
dirt. Wipe injection line where transducer is to be attached
with soft cloth to remove grease or dirt, and remove paint
or coating by scraping or rubbing with abrasive cloth or
paper. If the fuel line has been painted it is advisable to
re-coat the line when timing operation is finished to protect
line against corrosion. Fasten transducer (Fig. 2) to proper
fuel line and tighten firmly with finger pressure so that is
securely attached to the fuel line. ATTACH TRANSDUCER
TO A STRAIGHT SECTION OF THE FUEL LINE. (NOTE:
attaching to bent, curved or flattened section may give
erratic readings.) Attach ground clip of transducer cable
to metal on engine. Be sure proper size transducer is used.
Fuel lines are normally 5mm, 6mm, or 1/4” diameter.
Connect transducer to timing unit BNC receptacle (Fig. 1,
#5) with proper cable (Fig. 1, #9). The transducer should be
dry. Under wet conditions readings can be erratic. If erratic
readings are observed, remove transducer, wipe line and
transducer with a clean, dry cloth and spray transducer, on
all surfaces, with a water displacing material such as WD40® and re-clamp on the fuel line.
Connect power cable (Fig. 1, #7) to vehicle battery terminal
or 10 to 30 volt supply with clamps - Black to negative, Red
to positive.
CAUTION OBSERVE POLARITY OR DAMAGE TO
CABLES MAY RESULT!

TIMING ENGINE WITH TIMING LIGHT
1. Connect timing light to Tech-Time unit (Fig. 1, #2). Turn
function switch (Fig. 1, #1) to LIGHT position. Display will
show RPM-sequencing “0”, DEGREES-blinking “0.0” if
timing light mode is selected.
2. Determine whether the “HIGH” or “LOW” trigger point
will be used. If this setting is not specified by the
engine manufacturer, use the following as a guide. To
correlate dynamic timing data with so called “static”
timing specifications, the trigger point switch should be
placed in the LOW position and the transducer placed

on the number one fuel line as close to the injection
pump as possible. To correlate dynamic timing with
that obtained from instrumented nozzles, place the
trigger point switch in the HIGH position and place
the transducer as close to the number one injection
nozzle as possible. The HIGH position will also most
closely follow timing curves obtained with the use
of luminosity probes. In most applications, unless
otherwise specified by the engine manufacturer, the
LOW trigger point is used to correlate timing data
with previously published specifications on “static”
timing. See Figure #3.
3. After selecting the proper trigger position and
attaching the transducer to the injection line at the
proper location, connect transducer to the unit BNC
jack (Fig.1, #4). Start engine—observe a steady
RPM reading. An erratic reading may indicate the
pick-up has not been installed properly and needs
to be re-tightened or repositioned. If the vehicle
battery drops below 7 volts due to high starting
current, the unit may “lock up” and should be reset
by momentarily removing power to the unit and then
reconnecting.
4. Aim timing light at flywheel and depress trigger. You
will observe the TDC mark or degree mark as if the
engine were stopped due to the strobescopic effect
of the timing light. To determine the exact timing of
the engine, line-up the TDC mark on the flywheel with
the stationary pointer mounted on the engine block.
Move the TDC mark counter-clockwise by depressing
the ▲ ADJUST button (Fig. 1, #5) on the front panel.
To move the mark clockwise, press the ▼ ADJUST
button (Fig. 1, #5). The TDC mark will begin to
move slowly at first, then begin to make small jumps
toward the stationary pointer. You may have to “tap”
the buttons up or down several times to line up the
pointer and mark exactly. When the pointer and mark
are lined up, observe the reading on the DEGREE
display-this will be the exact number of degrees off
TDC at which fuel injection occurs. (Advance buttons
on the strobe light to accomplish the above are also
included on special models).

Timing with the magnetic probe
from the unit. The offset number may be checked at any
time by putting function to the OFFSET position and reading the DEGREE display. The offset has no effect when in
the timing light mode.

FIGURE #4

Magnetic Probe

1. Attach transducer and power cable-black to negative,
red to positive. OBSERVE POLARITY OR DAMAGE
TO CABLES MAY RESULT!
2. Locate access hole on engine for the magnetic probe
and insert probe into this hole as far as it will go until it
just touches flywheel, then RETRACT SLIGHTLY.
CAUTION

Unit must be powered before
connecting magnetic probe to the
timing unit or damage may result.

3. Connect the magnetic probe (Fig. 4) to the timing unit
by inserting plug into probe jack (Fig. 1, #3).
4. Turn function switch to OFFSET (Fig. 1.#1) position.
With power applied to timing unit, observe DEGREE
display showing “20.0”. This indicates the initial programmed number of degrees the magnetic probe
access hole is offset after top dead center. Refer to
engine specifications for the correct offset number.
(Most common offset numbers are 20, 9.5, or 0, with
0 indicating the probe access hole is located at the
top dead center position. If 20.0 degrees is the correct number, turn function switch to PROBE position
and observe the RPM display sequencing) “0” and
the DEGREE display blinking “0.0”. If the engine has
an offset other than 20.0 degrees, you must adjust
the unit to the correct number. With function switch in
OFFSET position, push either the ▲ or ▼ ADJUST
button until the desired offset is displayed. Then turn
function switch to PROBE position. The unit has now
been programmed for the new offset number until
power is removed from the unit. Unit may be switched
from PROBE to light position as desired without reprogramming to correct offset number but the above
steps must be repeated each time power is removed

5. Select either the “High” or “Low” trigger point—refer to
paragraph 2 under “Timing Engine with Timing Light”.
6. Start engine and observe the displayed reading. The left
display indicates RPM; the right , the actual number of
degrees off TDC. Allow engine to run at a constant low idle
speed below 1200 RPM until the degrees display stops
blinking. Engine speed should not vary by more than 100
RPM for approximately five seconds at any speed below
1200 RPM to lock in the trigger point. The degree display
will continue to flash or blink until a “lock” condition is established after which timing and advance checks may be
made in the usual manner. (See paragraph 3 under “Timing Engine with Timing Light). NOTE: If the magnetic probe
is not close enough to the flywheel or is not connected
properly to the unit, the timing unit will display the correct
RPM but the degrees shown will be the negative value of
the offset programmed in the unit. Recheck connections
and position of probe. The magnetic probe is constructed
to provide the correct polarity signal when sensing a slot
or small hole in the flywheel. A peg or protrusion such as a
gear tooth will result in the incorrect polarity for proper operation of the zero crossing detector and may cause erratic
timing readings. A probe wired for this application must be
obtained to insure proper operation. If a piece of magnetic
tape is used as a pick up point, it should be magnetized
through the thickness (conventional mode) with the adhesive back in on the magnetic south pole, placing the north
pole closest to the sensing magnetic probe when in operation. If some other magnetic arrangement or magnetic TDC
probe is used, care must be used to insure that the output
voltage signal from the probe rises positive first and then
negative as it senses the TDC point.
7. When timing operation is completed, wipe unit, cables,
probes, timing light and transducers with a clean, dry cloth.
Coil cables so that they will not tangle or kink and place in
storage compartment of unit.

CAUTION

Before starting engine, make certain that all timing light and transducer cables are clear
of any moving parts or hot manifolds. For maximum safety, all connections, including the
magnetic probe insertion and removal, should be done with the engine stopped. The “strobe” effect of the timing
light will cause rapidly moving parts to appear to be turning slowly or standing still. Extreme care should be taken to
avoid contact with moving parts as extensive damage to the timing light or severe personal injury may result.
LIMITED WARRANTY

The Model 3300 Timing Unit is warranted against defects in material and workmanship, under normal use and service, for one year from date of purchase.
Design Technology Inc. will repair or replace (at its option) units found to be defective within warranty period and returned, transportation prepaid, to its factory
768 Burr Oak Drive, Westmont, IL 60559. Warranty shall not apply if product or any part has been subject to any misuse, negligence, or accident. Warranty
exclusions: Expendable items under normal usage (flashtube, lamp bulbs, magnetic probe, and clamp-on transducer.)
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